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“What will it take to get up there?”

“There are only eight passageways to get to the Six Heavy Seas, which means there is the Rainbow
Bridge, and only through the Rainbow Bridge can you actually get to the Six Heavy Seas.Unfortunately,
the Rainbow Bridge is controlled by the Eight Great Immortal Families of the Five Seas, so ordinary
people can’t go there.The eight great immortal cultivation families control the rainbow bridge, so the
children of their eight great families will be able to travel to the Six Seas frequently to cultivate, so
they are getting stronger and stronger, and will always be able to control the rainbow bridge.”

“Eight Great Immortal Families, damn it, how come there’s a snake in the ground everywhere.”Omi
scolded.

“The Eight Great Immortal Families, inherited for millions of years, the strongest person in their family
has already reached the Mahayana stage.”

“Great Multiplication Stage?Is it strong?”Yan Xinyi asked.

Mo Di said, “Those who are able to reach the Mahayana stage are none other than peerless geniuses,
and all of them require true talent to cultivate.We are now at the first stage of the combined body,
and it is already incredibly difficult for us to reach the second stage of the combined body, not to
mention the next domain, the diverting stage.The further next realm of the divisive stage is the
Mahayana, and after the Mahayana reaches the ninth stage again, we only need to survive nine
thunderbolts to ascend straight to the Immortal Realm.Unfortunately, it’s too far away from us.”

“Directly ascending to the Immortal Realm.”For some reason, Omi and the others all seemed to feel a
rush of blood and passion inside, from having lived through the legends of immortals, not knowing
what it would be like to become an immortal themselves.

“Alright, let’s forget about the ethereal stuff for now, let’s go, I’ll take you to the Horse Head
Valley.”Murdie said.

“What’s Horseheads Valley.”

“We’ll know when we get there.”

Saying that, the few people flew with their imperial swords, and before long, they arrived at a valley
shaped like a horse’s head, entered the valley and found that there were only a few dozen stone
houses in the valley, which was very desolate. Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net

“This is the Horse Head Valley, it can also be called Horse Head Village, this Horse Head Village is now
the cultivation base for all the immortal cultivators that come in from our Four Seas.”

“Oh, why do you want to live in this valley, I remember not far ahead, there’s a pretty big city ah, isn’t
it good to live in the city?”Omi asked.

“You don’t understand this, the immortal cultivators here don’t like to mix, they all like to carve out
territories, the city you just saw, that’s the territory of the Hetu family, outsiders aren’t allowed to set



foot in it except for those from the Hetu family, once they do, it means provoking them, and they will
definitely be executed by them.Of course, this Horse Head Valley, now also belongs to our territory, if
an outsider steps into it, it will also be a provocation, and all of us Four Seas inbound Immortals will
rise up to resist.”

Omi smiled, “I’m afraid that no one will come to take this small mountain valley.”

“Oh, that’s true.However, although no one will come to rob it, this place has an inch of land, and even a
small mountain ditch has a master.For example, not far behind our Horse Head Valley, there is a large
freshwater lake, and that lake is the territory of a beast cultivator in the lake called Eight Purpose.”

“Beast cultivators can even occupy territory.”

“Of course, that freshwater lake in front of us, Eight Eyes, its body is an eight-eyed flood snake, it’s
already a combined seventh stage beast cultivator, the immortal cultivators that come in from our
four seas haven’t been this powerful yet, don’t ever mess with him.”

“Oh.”

Said Omi, entering the Horse Head Village, this Horse Head Village was very quiet, so quiet that no
one could be seen, but Omi could feel that there were many people hiding in the dark, everyone was
quietly cultivating.

Omi looked at the humble stone houses in Ma Tau Village, feeling so desolate, Omi really wanted to
go live in a bigger city, but unfortunately, the cities here were all formed by some big family gathering
to live in crowds!

The, is not a city where outsiders can be allowed to come in and live together.To put it bluntly, a city is
a power.

“Murdie, why did you come back so quickly, by the way, who did you bring with you?”An old man flew
out from his stone room.

“Wan Jin, let me introduce you, these five monks who came in from our Four Seas.”

“Ah, how is that possible, so young?”

“Yeah, that’s how young you are, go call everyone out, you’ve got new friends.”

“Good.”

Soon, all the Merging Stage ancestors in the Horse Head Village, no matter which family of the Four
Seas, they all ran out, Omi counted them, there weren’t many, 49 in total.Among them, the strongest
one was only at the fourth stage of the combined body, and the weakest one, of course, was at the
first stage of the combined body.

The strongest Combined Body Fourth Tier, there was only one, a short old man.

At the combined third stage, there were two, also old men.

For the combined second stage, there were twelve, still an old man.

The rest, all of them were of the combined first stage, and of course, still old men.



It could be said that they were all a bunch of old ghosts, only five of them, Omi, were young people.

Omi looked at a group of old people and almost thought he had arrived at a nursing home.

“Hello guys, are you really from the Four Seas?”The old man who was in the fourth stage of the
combined body came up and asked, this man was probably the leader of everyone, and everyone was
expected to be protected by him, he was the strongest after all.

“Of course, why else would I come here, I guess this would be the worst place to live, and still have
stone houses.”

“Oh, yes, in the entire Five Seas, we are living at the bottom of the hierarchy, but it doesn’t matter, no
matter where we live, we can cultivate.”The old man who was at the fourth stage of the combined
body said.

Tang Huan said, “There’s no place to take a bath.”

“There’s a small stream in the valley, if you really want to take a bath, you can go to the stream to
wash, but immortal cultivators don’t bother with small things, like us, we usually don’t take baths
anymore, at least I haven’t taken a bath for decades.”

Tang Huan covered her nose, making it impossible for her not to bathe.

Omi said, “My name is Omi, let me introduce them, they are Lu Yuxi, Tang Huan, Yan Xinyi, and Mu
Qianji.”

“Welcome, I’m Bai Wuyoung.”That old man of the combined fourth stage introduced himself.

Then, Bai Wuyoung also briefly introduced the other forty or so old men.

Bai Wu Bo said, “Omi, let me arrange the cave for you first.”

“Okay.”

Bai Wuyoung led Omi to a few connected stone houses and said, “These stone houses, the people who
used to live in them have all died, but now they’re empty, so you can pick any of them.”

Yan Xinyi asked, “Why did the people who used to live there die?”

“On the path of immortal cultivation, death is the most normal thing, and it’s normal to be killed
occasionally out.”

“So.”

“You guys settle down first, I’ll give you a lift at night, I’ll have Murdie shoot a few golden deer and
roast a whole deer at night.”

“Good.”

That night, Horseheads held a bonfire and roasted a total of eight golden deer, which were
delicious.Unfortunately, there was no wine.
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